TW S2200 Duplex 2”
Thermostatic Mixing Valve
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Technical Specifications

Hot water inlet

Cold water inlet

Tempered water
Outlet

To recirculation
line

Painted steel frame
Bronze body mixing
valve

Easily replaceable cartridge
Pressure drop chart
Pressure drop [PSI]
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Pressure drop curve
Recirculation line components

Included with the mixing
valve
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Features, Benefits & Requirements
eatures and ene ts
The single system SIMP ICIT mixer provides a cost e ective thermostatic hot water mixing valve for the syste ms with either
high or low volume re uirements








single moving part in a bronze body with large waterways eliminates the issues faced with an old fashioned high low mix
er styles The bronze body eliminates the build up of rust and scale eeping the valve clean thus reducing failure limi
nates tight tolerances multiple moving par ts and gumming stic ing associated with old fashioned hot water mixing valves
eplaceable cartridge for the mixer dramatically reduces repair costs
ll mixing valves have Ball valve shut-o s as a standard feature allowing independent temperature ad ustment by
isolating single and multi unit stations
System is complete with chec valves ball valves thermometer local drain and recirculation line to facilitate easy
installation
alve is designed to operate between water velocities of
to
feet per second
Mixing begins between – GPM

Re uirements
The SIMP ICIT temperature actuated mixing valve is approved to control water te mperature in domestic potable hot water
systems from the hot water source








o
o
The system will supply hot water between
and
The temperature of the supplied hot water should be at least o higher than the expected outlet temperature
The maximum wor ing pressure in the syste m should not exceed
PSI
The system shall meet SS
The maximum pressure di erential between the incoming cold and hot water should not exceed
PSI
Circulators and
uastat re uirements begin at
feet developed length Consult factory for water syste ms without
circulators
of all recirculation must return to the mixer and
must go to the storage tan
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Troubleshooting
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Possible Solution
ER

luctuating or erratic hot ater temperature
arge demand for hot water

If the pressure di erential between the hot and cold water inlet
lines is greater than
PSI a balancing or thro ling valve may be
needed on the cold water line to ma e up for the heat loss in the
heating source

nbalanced pressures

ot ater bac ing up in cold ater line
City water pressure drops causing hot water
pressure to override cold water pressure

3 ater temperature does not ad ust to the
desired temperature

nbalanced pressures



Heating source inade uate
ailure o hermostat
Thermostat exposed to extreme high te mper
ature



Build up of mineral deposits due to corrosive
water conditions
lectrolysis
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Install a chec valve in the cold water line

If the pressure di erential between the hot and cold water inlet is
greater than
PSI a balancing or thro ling valve may be needed
on the cold water line to ma e up for the heat loss in the heating
source
The heating source may not produce enough hot water to maintain
the desired temperature

4




arge demands for hot water will cause the mixing valve to operate
incorrectly This valve is not designed to compensate for ow rates
exceeding speci cations hen hot water is removed faster than
the heating source can reheat the water the temperature will drop
below the valve set te mperature

Thermostat on heating source may be set too high causing water
o
temperatures to exceed
Turn thermostat on heater down
The mixing valve must be located at least to
below the hot
water source

Cleaning the thermostat fre uently and removing deposits will help
prolong life of thermostat
lectrically ground the piping system or install dielectric unions
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To ad ust temperature simply turn the bolt [remove the yellow
nob] to the desired setting Turn the bolt cloc wise for lower
temperatures or countercloc wise for higher temperatures The
water should be flowing while ad usting the valve to allow the
thermostat to ad ust se a thermometer or temperature gauge
down stream of the valve to chec the water temperature
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